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Lindsay Tedds left a job in Ottawa and scaled back her lifestyle to pursue her PhD in economics at McMaster.

Story continues on page 4

L
indsay Tedds is the first to admit that

she’s different from most graduate stu-

dents she meets. For starters, she has

more than a decade of experience at the

federal public service level. 

She recently left her job in Ottawa to pursue a

PhD in economics, a choice many of her colleagues

questioned because of the job security, money, and

career success she would leave behind. Tedds

moved to an apartment in Hamilton, downscaled

her lifestyle, and has committed to full-time studenthood

for a condensed three-year period of study.  

“While I was with the public service I received

news that a paper I had published as a master’s student

won an award, and it helped me to remember that I real-

ly enjoy academics and that I’m good at it,” says Tedds.

“Then my career came to a point where my next promo-

tion would have been to senior management. I’m a

researcher, not a manager at heart.”

While many employed Canadians will dream of mak-

ing the leap to continuing their university education, Fred

L. Hall, dean of graduate studies, says the majority of

McMaster’s graduate students continue right through

from their undergraduate degrees.
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These stories are excerpted from the McMaster Daily News web site.

For additional details or to read other McMaster news, visit http://dailynews.mcmaster.ca

Campus   Eye

O
n June 10, President Peter George hosted a reception in hon-
our of 158 outstanding employees who have been recognized
by members of the McMaster community as nominees for
the President’s Awards for Outstanding Service in 2003. 

This year’s President’s Awards for Outstanding Service
resulted in 34 total nominations highlighting the achievements of 25 indi-
viduals and nine teams for their contribution to McMaster’s mission.

The President’s Awards for Outstanding Service recognizes employees
who are non-faculty members, and who are not senior managers, who have
made an outstanding contribution beyond that normally expected for their
positions to the mission of the University. To date, more than 490 such
employees have been recognized through this program.

Individual recipients

Tina Horton, Office of the Registrar — Horton
has set a paradigm of professionalism for
employees of our institution as admissions offi-
cer/program co-ordinator, part-time degree
studies, in the Office of the Registrar.
Community-wise, she has drawn the
McMaster family together through her tireless
volunteering as the chair of several University
campaigns, committees and special events
including: the United Way campus campaign
committee, the McMaster University Children’s
Christmas Party, the Working at McMaster Career

Planning & Development Committee, and the
Inspiring From Within Employee Conference Committee. 

Cheryl Ann Jackson, international students’ advisor — Jackson’s dedication and
warm spirit as well as her high level of competence are outstanding. Jackson
has a keen ability to provide a home away from home for all of the interna-
tional students who visit her office. She is truly one of the international
ambassadors for the University. She provides a sanctuary for all in her office.
The experience students gain through Jackson’s dedication, motherly care
and commitment allows each student to return to their homeland with great
recommendations for McMaster University.

Milica Pavlica, Department of Psychology — As the administrator for the
Department of Psychology, she’s incredibly enthusiastic, sincere, and untir-
ing in the promotion of the department and the University. Pavlica is
involved in many volunteer activities and challenges others to follow suit. 

Jane Radix, Campus Health Centre — As the health and wellness co-ordina-
tor at the Campus Health Centre, Radix is the
driving force behind the Student Health and
Wellness initiative. She works tirelessly and
can be found here before the clinic opens, after
it closes and often on weekends. The programs
she has developed are all of the highest quali-
ty and are well received and enjoyed by all.

Bert Visheau, Committee on Scientific
Development — As the manager of the
Prototype Workshop in the Faculty of Health
Sciences, Visheau runs the entire operation
from book-keeping to bottle washing.
However, his primary function is manufacturing prototypes for new instru-
ments for use in research laboratories. 

Peter Whitaker, Physical Plant — Whitaker is the service manager of projects,

supervising 14 skilled tradesmen – electricians, plumbers, and carpenters.
His work ethic and organizational skills are second to none and are vital to
the type of work that he does. Whitaker has been a professional and creative
force in structural changes at McMaster University. He is a craftsman who
not only practices, but also teaches, excellent work standards.

Team recipients

Admissions Team — In the last admission cycle, the Undergraduate Admissions
Team demonstrated the true concept of teamwork. This team ensures the
integrity of the admissions process, with an eye to streamline, improve or
eliminate each step, especially with the tremendous increase in applications.
Their diligence has resulted in a record number of offers, and a record num-
ber of acceptances. Admissions enjoyed one of its best cycles ever. Their
teamwork resulted in a streamlined, efficient admissions process that is suc-
cessfully guiding McMaster University through the much-anticipated double
cohort.

MNR I-125 ALARA Team — The MNR I-125 ALARA Team within the
Nuclear Reactor is involved in the production of radio-iodine for use in can-
cer treatment. Radioiodine (I-125) is used throughout the world to treat
patients suffering from prostate cancer. The work done by the ALARA team
is outstanding. This group of committed and highly skilled individuals has
worked together to advance both the academic and social impact of the
University while ensuring a safe working environment for the employees of
the reactor.

SOLAR Team — The Student On-Line Academic Registration team consti-
tutes 31 people from: the Office of the Registrar, Computing and
Information Services, Financial Services, all faculties and programs, under-
graduate and graduate administrations, and a team of highly skilled people
in various areas of computing technology. This team was involved in
processes that required the skills, co-operation, goodwill, tolerance, under-
standing and vision. The SOLAR project made the team which has created
one of the best student online registration systems.

President recognizes outstanding service
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D
r. Deborah Cook, the recipient of the
President’s 2004 Award for Excellence
in Educational Leadership, appears
slightly overwhelmed by the recognition. 

“Of course, I’m extremely hon-
oured to receive this award,” she says qui-
etly. Then earnestly adds: “I’m dedicating it
to the teachers and mentors that I’ve had
over the years, and to my students and col-
leagues from whom I am constantly learn-
ing every day.”

Those who know Cook well will not be
surprised by her comment. The professor of
medicine and clinical epidemiology and
biostatistics at the McMaster University
Medical Centre (MUMC) is one of the
most influential leaders of the movement to
encourage evidence-based decision-making
among medical students and researchers.
The patient-focused, evidenced-based
method pioneered at MUMC has become an
internationally recognized educational model. 

Modern health care provision in hospi-
tals is very multi-disciplined, she notes, and
involves a myriad of specialists from nurses
and surgeons to pharmacists and respirato-
ry therapists. While always keeping the
needs of the patient a top priority, her
teaching style emphasizes cooperation and
active participation among students. “I try
to create an environment where the spirit of
inquiry is celebrated, where people feel safe
to ask questions, and where everyone has a
voice and can make a contribution.”

The model’s focus on employing evi-
dence-based knowledge also helps students
appreciate the value of research results, she
says. They gain an understanding that
“high-quality research provides evidence to
assist with decisions.”

As well as teaching medical students and
residents, Cook is a very active researcher
who has received over $5 million in
research funding and has been the principal
investigator in many research projects. In
one important project, the largest random-
ized trial ever conducted on critically ill patients, she
investigated the most effective agent to prevent stress-
related gastrointestinal bleeding. The results were pub-
lished in the New England Journal of Medicine in 1994.

In her classes on conducting medical research, she
focuses on teaching students the importance of doing
rigorous investigation. She reminds them that high-
quality, well-documented research can assist medical
decision-makers in their treatment of patients. 

Cook, who admits her passion for learning was
inspired by her parents, graduated from McMaster
Medical School in 1985 and completed her Internal
Medicine Residency in 1988, also at MUMC. She fol-
lowed this with a General Internal Medicine (GIM)
Fellowship and received an M.Sc. (Design,
Measurement and Evaluation Program) from  the
University in 1989. In 1990, she did a Critical Care
Fellowship at Stanford University, in California.

Cook currently practices intensive care medicine at
St. Joseph’s Hospital in Hamilton. She is Professor of
Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology & Biostatistics at
McMaster University, director of GIM-ICU Clinical
Effectiveness and Outcomes Research at St. Joseph’s

Hospital, and is academic chair of the Critical Care
Program at St Joseph’s Hospital and McMaster
University. 

In addition to her classes on clinical skills, Cook
teaches and conducts research in the field of intensive

care (IC) medicine, and has become one of
the most renowned and admired leaders in
this specialty field. 

IC units handle the most critically ill
patients, many of whom are on life support
or in a coma, and who typically are con-
tending with complicated conditions and
diseases, she explains. “Ten years ago, the
specialty was new. The teaching methods
were not well developed and there was little
research into ICU medicine. I felt I could
make a difference.”

Her ICU research focus is on blood clots
and end of life care. “I encourage compas-
sionate care for both the patients and their
family members. There is an important set
of skills required  —  just as important as the
technical skills — and these are not on the
educational curriculum.”

A mentor in the best sense of the word
(“teaching and learning is a two-way rela-
tionship”), Cook speaks fondly of her
McMaster professors Gordon Guyatt and
David Sackett. “They inspired me to learn
how to be a better investigator and how to
incorporate research results into daily deci-
sion-making.” 

Her strong belief in the benefits and
opportunities provided through the multi-
disciplinary approach prompted her to
organize a University of Western Ontario
(UWO)-McMaster Joint Critical Care
Fellow Research Day. This annual event
provides a venue for sharing knowledge
and providing constructive feedback to
learners regarding their research. Always a
successful and well-attended day, the event
has been copied by the University of
Ottawa and Queen’s University.

Cook is the recipient of numerous
awards. She has been honoured by the

Royal College of Physicians of Ontario with the
Council Award for her outstanding achievement
in eight roles as a medical expert, health advo-
cate, communicator, collaborator, scientist,
learner, manager, and humanist. She recently
was awarded a Canada Research Chair by the
Canadian Institutes for Health Research to con-
t i n u e  h e r  m u l t i d i s c i p l i n a r y  r e s e a r c h  o n
t h e  p r e vention of morbidity and mortality in
critically ill patients.

In recognizing Deborah Cook with the President’s
Award for Excellence in Educational Leadership, the
University has honoured a mentor ,  researcher
and teacher who sees  teaching as  an opportu-
nity to engage fully in the learning process. 

“I really love teaching. It’s rewarding to be a part of
the discovery process of learners. I enjoy watching stu-
dents develop and excel in their chosen fields.”
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Faculty Profile
Mac’s medical sleuth

Cook recently received the President's 2004 Award for
Excellence in Educational Leadership.
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“I TRY TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT

WHERE THE SPIRIT OF INQUIRY IS

CELEBRATED, WHERE PEOPLE FEEL

SAFE TO ASK QUESTIONS, AND

WHERE EVERYONE HAS A VOICE

AND CAN MAKE A CONTRIBUTION.”

– DR. DEBORAH COOK

M

Dr. Deborah Cook focuses on teaching students the importance of
doing rigorous investigation.
B Y T R U D I D O W N
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ut whether students are fast-tracking through their univer-
sity years or rediscovering them after some time away,
McMaster’s graduate student population is a vibrant mish-
mash of 2,263 full-time and 367 part-time scholars and
researchers from a variety of cultures, backgrounds, and
personal situations. They’ve made a commitment to focus
on their field of study for periods ranging from two years
for a master’s degree to six years or more if they want to
pursue both a master’s and doctoral degree. And while

their backgrounds and career goals are as individual as their personal
philosophies and motivations, one thing is for sure: life as a graduate stu-
dent is about balancing priorities.  

“They don’t usually know it at the time, but being a graduate student
is one of the best times of life,” says Hall. “They have the luxury of
focusing the majority of their energy and attention on a thesis – after
grad school there are generally many more items that compete for our
attentions.”

Paul Challen, author and Hamilton-based freelance writer, says his
decision to return to school to pursue his PhD in history was made pos-
sible only because of the flexibility afforded to him by part-time graduate
student status. 

As a father of three children all under the age of eight, he points out that
his first priority has to be making a living and taking care of his family. 

“This time around my priorities are different from when I was a mas-
ter’s student many years ago, able to focus solely on my studies,” says
Challen. “Now I find myself writing papers to deadline much more often
than I’d like. Fortunately my professional experience of working to
deadline gives me a tremendous competitive advantage.”  

Bing Li, president of the Graduate Students Association, agrees
that priorities are much different in graduate school than they were
as an undergrad in China. Li is an international student pursuing a
PhD in mechanical engineering, and although he’s found time to see
much of Canada and participate in student organizations, his first

priority is his research. 
“In China, undergraduate years are much more relaxed because every-

one works very hard through high school,” says Li. “But here I have to
remember my first job is my research, maintaining my scholarships, and
satisfying my supervisor. I enjoy my research very much.  Social time
comes after that.”  

In his time at McMaster Li has also been actively involved in the
Chinese Student Association and in events catering to McMaster’s inter-
national students, who represent 78 countries worldwide. While Li
learned some English in China, he says practicing his language skills in
Canada have also taken a large portion of his time.

“Communication skills are very important,” says Li. “As a graduate
student I need to be able to communicate with others while I’m working
on my research – I can’t do research by myself.”

Being closer to the undergraduate years can be one major benefit to
students who go directly through graduate school instead of taking time
off. Tedds admits the first year back was a challenge for her because of
the significant amount of math and statistics knowledge she had lost
along the way. But there are other valuable skills from time away from
school, and they’ve given her an edge this time around, such as time
management skills, organization, and meeting deadlines.  

“When you’re working on a deadline with the government, there isn’t
really an option – you either brief the minister before he speaks, or you
don’t,” says Tedds. “I’m more mature, and more focused than I was last time I
was at university.  And I’m very aware that I gave up a lot to be here.”

Tedds and her partner both left their home in Ottawa when she decided to
come to McMaster, but they’re living apart for now – he’s in Toronto, where it’s
easier for him to work, and she’s living in Hamilton, closer to the University.

Li’s time at McMaster also comes with sacrifice. He left his wife behind in
China for his first two years of study. This year she finally received the appropri-
ate paperwork to allow her to join him in Canada.

“For international students, competition to come to North America is very
tight,” says Li. “Canadian universities have a high reputation and student visas
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Bing Li, president of the Graduate Students Association.
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are pretty easy to get once you have an offer.”
Whether students have left a full-time job to return to university, or they

forgo new opportunities in the interest of continued education, there’s a
continued economic adjustment to make. 

Hall suggests that’s one advantage younger students may have over
their more experienced counterparts. “They don’t get used to a work-
ing income, so it’s easier for them to live frugally,” he says.

With three children, Challen admits he can’t afford to cut out that

working income – he’s still working close to full-time. He
says working as a freelancer with a home office and living
close to the University helps him cut down on travel time
that a lot of other students face.  

Li helps to manage the living expenses with two schol-
arships he’s received, and Tedds also receives some help
from scholarships. 

“Economic pressure can be your worst enemy, and it
can really inhibit you from thinking straight,” says
Challen. “Other grad students are still trying to establish
their lives, but in some ways it’s easier for me because I
don’t have to be here. If it wasn’t fun, if I didn’t enjoy it,
I wouldn’t do it.”

Erica Robinson has taken a more typical path to grad-
uate studies. After obtaining an undergraduate degree in
chemistry from the University of Calgary, she came to
McMaster for her masters. 

However, her story is still unique. At 24, Robinson is
the only born Canadian and youngest in her research
group. “Everyone else is over 30,” she says, adding many
are married, have children and are from overseas. “It’s
really motivating to see what the others are doing and you
really learn a lot about each other and about diversity.”

Robinson has always known she wanted to continue
her studies. Even though many of the friends she made in

her undergraduate years either have or on their way to a well-estab-
lished career, she knows this is the life for her. 

“Of my graduating class, a number went on to other professional
schools, so a lot of them are going to become doctors or lawyers or
dentists, before I even get a PhD,” she says. “But  that ’ s  jus t  not  my
path and in due time I’ll reap the benefits. It’s a large time commitment
and financially it can be difficult but I think in the end it will pay off.” M

Paul Challen with his wife Janine Belzak and their children, from left,
Henry, Sam and Eva.

In Refining Directions,
McMaster pledges to
increase the number  of

graduate students studying
at the University. “To do that,
you either put more students
in existing programs or devel-
op new programs,” explains
Fred L. Hall, dean, School
of Graduate Studies. While
McMaster is doing both
those things, Hall feels that
it is important to develop
new graduate programs.

“Research frontiers and accomplishments keep changing and it’s impor-
tant that a university’s graduate programs reflect the latest ideas.”  Six new
graduate programs will be included in this year’s graduate calendar:
• MA in Globalization Studies
The new MA in Globalization Studies is the first graduate degree offered
in Canada focusing on the study of globalization. The interdisciplinary
program brings together social science and humanities perspectives on
globalization. The MA in Globalization Studies prepares students for
work in areas related to globalization and as well as for further graduate
work at the doctorate level.
• Master’s in Engineering & Public Policy*
The new MEng in Engineering & Public Policy will provide graduate students

with the opportunity to focus on the impact of technology on society. The
Centre for Engineering & Public Policy will address areas such as energy
and environmental systems, computer and communication technologies,
and transportation planning. 
• Master’s in Engineering Entrepreneurship & Innovation*
The new master’s in Engineering Entrepreneurship & Innovation will give
graduate students the opportunity to learn about existing methodologies
and to invent innovative approaches for the transfer of engineering ideas
into new business enterprises.
• MEng degree in the combined BEng/MEng Biomedical Engineering program*
The Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering has developed a
unique proposal for a five-year BEng/MEng degree in biomedical engi-
neering. Students will have the option of completing the four year BEng
program in electrical and biomedical engineering and the necessary pre-
medical qualifications for entrance into most medical schools in North
America. 
• Joint MEng program in nuclear engineering*
The University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE)
is an alliance of universities, nuclear power utilities, research and regula-
tory agencies for the support and development of nuclear education,
research and development capability in Canadian universities. The
UNENE educational program is structured in a collaboration of five
Ontario universities, each offering a course-based master’s of engineering
program in nuclear engineering.
• Course-based master's in Rehabilitation Science*
The School of Rehabilitation Science is launching a new course-based,
non-thesis, master’s degree in Rehabilitation Science. Courses will be
available on-line by web-based distance education through McMaster
University and the University of British Columbia. 

* This program is pending Ontario Council on Graduate Studies
(OCGS) approval.

Fred L. Hall, dean of graduate studies.

New graduate programs 
reflect latest research

—  J U L I A  T H O M S O N
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R
enowned, admired, innovative. These are
some of the words that describe the
recipients of this year’s President’s teaching
awards.

For outstanding contributions to educational excel-
lence at McMaster, professors Douglas Boreham,
Deborah Cook and Miroslav Lovric, were selected as
this year's recipients of the awards for Excellence in
Instruction, Excellence in Educational Leadership and
Excellence in Course or Resources Design.

Established in 1993, the awards provide the
opportunity for McMaster to recognize outstand-
ing contributions to education. Each winner receives a
citation and memento at Spring Convocation and a
$5,000 honorarium. Their names and photographs
will be included on McMaster's Wall of Recognition in
Gilmour Hall. 

“I am delighted to extend my congratulations to
you for this well-deserved honour,” says Peter
George, President and Vice-Chancellor. “McMaster
has been well served by your continuing efforts on
behalf of teaching and learning, and our University
is very fortunate to number you among our most
celebrated colleagues.”

Citations:
Douglas Boreham

Boreham, professor of
medical physics and
applied radiation sciences,
is the recipient of the
President’s Award for
Excellence in Instruction. 

Boreham’s students
describe him as an excel-
lent lecturer who teaches
exciting and informative

courses. They are particularly enthusiastic about his
course “Radiation and Life,” a novel undergraduate
course he designed which follows the Inquiry teaching
philosophy pioneered at McMaster. As part of the
course, his class has visited such diverse facilities such
as the Juravinski Cancer Centre, the Bruce Power
Nuclear station and the McMaster Accelerator Lab as
well as a planetarium and a commercial greenhouse.
Students have also had the opportunity to watch MRI
scans and laser eye surgery. Doug is innovative and cre-
ative in his teaching and presents very “real world”
applications which brings his students close to the prac-
tical area of study by experiencing radiation applica-
tions firsthand. Besides his extensive knowledge of the
subject matter, he has a tremendous amount of enthu-
siasm for facilitating a class and interacting with stu-
dents. His informal setting and friendly personality
makes him very approachable to the students.

Deborah Cook
Cook,  professor  of

medicine and cl inical
epidemiology & biostatis-
tics, is the recipient of the
President’s Award for
Excellence in Educational
Leadership. 

Cook has always
approached teaching as
an opportunity to engage
in the learning process
fully, with a philosophy
of pursuing excellence while still enjoying her work.
As a clinician, she takes every opportunity to teach
clinical skills at the bedside by medical students,
interns, residences and fellows about the relevance
and interpretation of the patient’s history and phys-

ical examination. In the classroom, her more formal
sessions provide unique opportunities to discuss more
complex issues underlying theory. As a mentor, she
strives to have as positive an impact as possible on the
careers of her students to ensure love of learning, pro-
ductivity, and pursuit of excellence by addressing their
intellectual challenges and maximizing their personal
growth.

Miroslav Lovric
Lovric, professor of

mathematics and statis-
tics, is the recipient of
the President’s Award for
Excellence in Course or
Resources Design.

Lovric created the
course “Teaching Math-
ematics” to improve the
quality of instruction
delivered by undergrad-
uate teaching assistants
in mathematics by preparing them for their impor-
tant jobs as teachers and role models to their
younger peers. The course fosters creation and
development of life-long skills whose value and rel-
evance extend far beyond the boundaries of a uni-
versity. As a result, students who complete the
course are asked to be TAs in other Mathematics
courses, help in the Math Help Centre, or assist in
other jobs related to teaching. Some students also
use their experience to be TAs in other departments.

The course fosters collaboration with students
in all stages of its design and implementat ion.
Besides improving on their teaching, the students in
this course discover themselves how to learn math the
right way – by becoming deep learners.”

President’s awards recognize outstanding teachers

P
eter George will
serve a third five-
year term as
President of

McMaster University. 
McMaster University

Board of Governors
approved the reappoint-
ment, following the
approval of the McMaster
University Senate on June
9, 2004. 

The joint Senate – Board
of Governors Committee
to Recommend a Pres-
ident was established
this past January. Chaired by Edward Buffett,
chair of the Board of Governors, the 10-member
committee unanimously recommended George for a
third term, commencing July 1, 2005.

“After extensive consultation and reflection the com-
mittee concluded unanimously that Dr. Peter George
should be reappointed for a third five-year term as
President and Vice-Chancellor,” Buffett said. “Over the
past nine years Dr. George has earned the support and
respect of those within and beyond the University com-

munity. His achievements are outstanding. He is a tire-
less promoter of the excellence that McMaster
University embodies and he has contributed immea-
surably to its growth. The Committee has every confi-
dence in Dr. George’s experience, knowledge, compas-
sion and leadership to move McMaster forward over
the coming five years.”

The joint Senate-Board committee sought the views
of members of the University community on various
aspects of the role of the President, including academic
mission and vision, strategic leadership, fiscal manage-
ment, external relationship building and strengthening
the McMaster community. Faculty, students, alumni,
staff, university management, community and external
groups were consulted and canvassed. The University’s
Daily News Web site sought submissions. More than
100 responses were received. 

During his initial term as McMaster’s president,
George implemented and led a strategic planning ini-
tiative called Directions, which continues in renewed
form as Refining Directions to guide the University’s
development of the innovative teaching and research
programs that make McMaster an educational institu-
tion and employer of choice. 

“I am honoured to continue as President and Vice-
Chancellor of McMaster University and am very grate-

ful for the expression of confidence by members of the
entire McMaster community in my leadership,” said
George. “McMaster is an amazing place. We are
focused, we aim to inspire innovation and discovery,
and we offer some remarkable opportunities for our
students. The McMaster community includes many
wonderful people - faculty, staff, students, alumni, vol-
unteers and supporters and it's a pleasure to work with
all of them.”

George was appointed President and Vice-
Chancellor of McMaster University, on July 1, 1995.
He is a well-known scholar and educator, with exten-
sive experience in senior academic administrative and
executive positions. 

An economist, George joined McMaster University’s
in 1965 and was promoted to full professorship in 1980.
He was the associate dean of graduate studies at
McMaster University between 1974 and 1979, and the
dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences from 1980 until
1989. He served as president of the Council of Ontario
Universities from 1991-1995. 

As President of McMaster, George is responsi-
ble for the academic and fiscal direction of one of
Canada’s leading research universities, with
annual budgeted expenditures exceeding $600
million in 2003-2004.

Peter George appointed to third term 
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Research   Enterprise

Flintbox sparks commercialization 
of early stage research 

G
o ahead. Google ‘Flintbox’. 

Or go to any other Internet search
engine and type in the word Flintbox. 

What pops up on your screen will
be a list of results,

with one of the first two always
directing you to the Flintbox web-
site, “an online platform for market-
ing and licensing the outcomes
of research taking place in and
around universities.”

McMaster University has hopped
on this platform, poised to bring the
outcomes of research taking place
here on campus to the boundless
market of the World Wide Web. 

It’s no accident that surfers end up
on the Flintbox doorstep. The
Flintbox technology – developed at
UBC in 2000 and launched in 2001
— has powerful features that ensure
that the web site gets noticed by
search engines such as Google. 

Earlier this year, McMaster’s
Office of Research Contracts and
Intellectual Property (ORCIP) entered into an
agreement with Flintbox, whereby technology
created at the University by our researchers is
made available for licensing, either from the
Flintbox website or from McMaster’s own web-
site: www.mcmasterflintbox.ca. 

Bob De Wit, Flintbox director of licensing, explains
that the licensing of academic materials – whether it’s
software, CD ROMs, teaching materials, surveys, ref-
erence materials or questionnaires – is often compli-
cated by the fact that products which have commercial
potential and/or could serve the public good, are not
making it to the marketplace because of the high cost
of commercialization.

“Before Flintbox, there was a whole category
of research artifacts – non-patentable stuff, the
other 98 per cent of all research results – that
was effectively ignored by existing technology
transfer practices. Our thinking was that we
needed to get something started for these types
of research outcomes,” De Wit says.

Through Flintbox, McMaster researchers can bene-
fit from marketing, distribution and licensing of their
inventions, no matter what stage of development.
Their product can be software, shareware, freeware or
any other research material. If the product is in its
early stage of development the researcher can solicit
feedback to continue to improve on their technology,
or develop relationships with industry users who might
become sponsored research supporters. 

“For McMaster, Flintbox’s real value is in its
marketing capabilities – we’ll be able to more

effectively market non-patentable products. It
will give our technology transfer offices extra
help when it comes to the time consuming activ-
ity of getting information about McMaster tech-

nologies to business, industry and the larger
research community,” says Arlene Yee,
Industrial Liaison Manager for the Faculty of
Health Sciences.

By the fall, Flintbox will be
fully implemented on McMaster’s
web site with a significant number of
postings. Some of the technologies
posted include: a Human
Biochemistry CD ROM, originally
created by biochemistry professor
Evert Nieboer for nursing and health
science students; the McMaster
Algorithm for Freeway Traffic
Incident Detection, developed by
Fred L. Hall, professor of civil engi-
neering; and the Inflammatory
Bowel Disease Questionnaire
(IBDQ), developed by Drs. Gordon
Guyatt and Jan Irvine, department of
medicine and Professor
AlbaDiCenso, school of nursing.

The IBDQ is a well-respected
quality of life questionnaire that has
been used extensively in research

and clinical trials since 1997.  There is a range of
licensing options offered for the IBDQ, depend-
ent on how the questionnaire is used. For exam-
ple, a student using the IBDQ for academic
study would pay significantly less than an organ-
ization choosing to use the IBDQ for a clinical
trial – anyone can download a sample version
for free. 

“What’s exciting about the Flintbox initiative
is that products like the IBDQ have the potential
of getting more international recognition and
usage because of its exposure on the worldwide
web,” says Yee.

Similarly, users can download a demo version of the
Human Biochemistry CD ROM or purchase the
course for a modest fee. The McMaster Algorithm for
Freeway Incident Detection, which was developed
under contract to the Ministry of Transportation of
Ontario, is licensed free to users. “It’s as easy as press-
ing a button – users have downloadable copyright to
assignable technologies. We can get a response to
McMaster’s technologies without money exchanging
hands,” adds Yee.

Mamdouh Shoukri, vice-president, research and
international affairs, says, “the Flintbox enterprise is an
innovative partnership that benefits our researchers
and provides them with the opportunity to better con-
nect with the end users of their research efforts.
McMaster ranks in the top three research-intensive
universities in the country and the opportunity to
leverage the work done by our research community on
a worldwide scale is exciting.” 

With Flintbox, Mac researchers plan to grab international
recognition for their work.

B Y D A N E L L E D ’ A LV I S E

“A F L I N T I S A M AT E R I A L

T H AT P R O D U C E S A S PA R K –

I N O U R CA S E T H E F L I N T WA S

T H E C H A N G E I N B U S I N E S S

P R A C T I C E S N E C E S S A RY TO

COMMERCIALIZE AND BETTER

DISSEMINATE NON-PATENTABLE

MATE RIALS. A F L I N T B O X

R E F E R S TO A C O N TA I N E R O F

F L I N T S.  I N T H I S I N S TA N C E,

F L I N T B OX I S T H E TO O L (T H E

A C T UA L W E B S I T E I T S E L F )

THAT ENABLES THE BUSINESS

PROCESS CHANGE (THE FLINT).”

– BOB DE WIT M
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Lasting  Impression

“N
ot so exciting, is it? Very boring,” shouts Rosie
O’Donnell to a curious afternoon crowd trying to
figure out why the TV and film star is sitting on a
blanket in the middle of McMaster’s Faculty
Hollow surrounded by a film crew and cameras.

Turns out O’Donnell, along with actress Andie MacDowell and director
Angelica Huston were on campus in early July to film Slow Ride. The CBS
TV movie is based on the book Riding the Bus With My Sister and stars
Andie MacDowell as a New York photographer who makes an effort to
bond with her mentally handicapped sister Beth (Rosie O'Donnell) after
the death of their father. 

And whi le  f i lming may be a bore for  O’Donnel l ,  that ’ s  certa inly
not  the case behind the scenes ,  where McMaster ’s  Hospi ta l i ty
Services  are on 24-hour cal l  when a product ion company is  on s i te .
In 2003,  jus t  two product ion companies  used McMaster ’s  faci l i t ies .

That  number has r i sen to s ix this year.
“Sometimes we get less then two hours

notice,” says Mary Ciaramella, catering
receptionist, with Paradise Catering serv-
ice. For the Slow Ride shoot they have had
to quickly put together two meals for 110
people with nearly no preparation time.

The food ordered reflects the impor-
tance of meals that can be handed out
quickly and with little fuss. For O’Donnell
and her entourage, they made Egg
McMasters (something similar, but of
course better, than an Egg McMuffin) for
breakfast, and grilled chicken on a bun and
veggie burgers for dinner.

So how do film shoots come to
McMaster?  Many inquiries from location
managers start with a call to the
University’s office of public relations.
Other requests come via the City of

Hamilton’s Film Liaison Office, or the
Ontario Media Development Corporation
with the provincial government. 

To get the green light to film on campus,
a production company must explain the type
of production being produced, the campus

locations they wish to use, and the timing which usually includes days for
technical set-up and take-down. A complete script must be submitted for
review and approval. If its contents meet the University’s best interests,
public relations staff will meet with the site locator to confirm the areas of
campus to be considered. This process is often repeated with the director,
producer and technical crews. 

Public relations staff provide a copy of the University’s filming guide-
lines that provide the requirements and fees to shoot a commercial pro-
duction on campus. The next step refers the production contact to Dianne
Carment, conference/reservations officer, who confirms the specific
requirements and coordinates all details. And there are many! This typi-
cally includes signing a contract, confirming insurance details, working out
film locations, timing, parking, security, electrical, utilities, catering, and
invoicing etc. and the requirements tend to change frequently right up
until the director shouts “Rolling!”

“Filming on campus has really only picked up in the last couple of
years,” says Carment. Location managers for the films have told her that
Mac’s popularity is due to a combination of tax breaks filmmakers receive
when filming outside the Greater Toronto Area. As well, McMaster’s older
campus buildings are quite popular for films looking to replicate many ivy
league university settings in the United States. 

The University charges a $2,000 per day location fee, of which a portion
is shared with departments whose interior areas are used for filming. In
some cases, additional room rental fees are charged. The company also has
to pay for parking, security, electrical, utilities, food/beverage and any
additional staffing required. 

And while the revenue and exposure generated by both Canadian and
American film production descending onto the campus is a bonus, says
Carment, attracting more filming is not a priority for the University. 

“If we are approached and can assist, we will do everything possible to
make it happen, provided the various criteria are met by the companies,”
explains Carment.

Most of the filming occurs during the summer months so it does not
interrupt classes. Only small productions requiring exterior shots only will
be considered for campus filming on weekends during the school year,
adds Carment. 

Hollywood comes to the Hollow
Mac’s the place for movies as TV/film productions come calling
B Y J O H N B U G A I L I S K I S

Rosie O'Donnell and another actor rehearse their l ines at the Faculty Hollow. The
f i lm, Slow Ride, is directed by Angelica Huston and also stars Andie MacDowell .  The
actors and crew were on campus shooting July 6-7.

M
Rosie stops to s ign an autograph for Mona Lisa from
Hospitali ty Services.
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